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Abstract

Social media is increasingly used for social protest, but does internet-enabled action lead to ‘slacktivism’ or promote increased activism? We show that the answer to this question depends on prior level of activism, and on beliefs about the effectiveness of individual contribution to the collective campaign. Internet-enabled action was varied quasi-experimentally, with participants \((n = 143)\) choosing whether or not to share a campaign on social media. Participants were then informed that sharing on social media had a big (high action efficacy) or small (low action efficacy) impact on achieving the campaign’s goal. Prior levels of activism were measured before the experiment, and general levels of collective action were measured one week after the experiment. Taking internet-enabled action for one campaign increased future activism for other campaigns – but only in individuals who were already active and who perceived their actions to be an effective contribution to the campaign.
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All click, no action? Online action, efficacy perceptions, and prior experience combine to affect future collective action.

Political leaders, organisations and individuals are increasingly using the internet to gain support for their cause. Nevertheless, the internet’s ability to advance social change is widely debated. On the one hand, several large-scale protests, such as the Arab Spring uprisings, have been linked to online actions, particularly social media use (e.g., Lotan et al., 2011). Conversely, social media activism has been disparagingly characterised as ‘slacktivism’: low-impact action that derails future engagement and social change (e.g., Gladwell, 2010). Consistent with this latter view, recent experimental research suggests that online activism does produce a slacktivism effect, decreasing supplementary action, at least in the short-term for the same social issue (Schumann & Klein, 2015). However, does this detrimental effect of online activism generalise to affect broader patterns of engagement? In contrast to the slacktivism hypothesis, correlational and qualitative evidence suggests that online action can facilitate future action, for the same and other social issues, at least under certain circumstances. For example, internet-enabled action can promote future engagement for the same cause when it is used to express group identity and when it builds politicised identification (Kende, van Zomeren, Ujhelyi, & Lantos, 2016). However, the psychological processes that underlie the relationship between taking internet-enabled action for one cause and future engagement for other social issues remain untested (e.g., Bastos & Mercea, 2016). Therefore, the effect of online action on future engagement is an unresolved issue that the present study seeks to address.

Here, we extend research into the relationship between online action and higher-threshold (higher cost and/or risk) engagement by considering the impact of both past behaviour and perceived efficacy on subsequent behaviour. Previous literature examining the effect of information communication technologies on mobilisation has primarily been
concerned with the structural affordances conferred by social media, for example for communicative networks and organising structures (e.g., Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Walgrave, Bennett, Van Laer, & Breunig, 2011). However, there is limited knowledge about the social psychological effects of internet-enabled participation, which is our focus in the present study. Specifically, we test whether online social action in relation to one issue affects future engagement with other social issues. Although past behaviour and perceived efficacy are key predictors of behaviour in various settings (see Ajzen, 2005; Bandura, 1997), research is yet to examine whether they shape the extent to which online action mobilises engagement across different social issues. We therefore test whether perceived efficacy and prior experience with activism change the effect of online participation on cross-issue engagement.

1.1 The ‘slacktivism’ effect

Collective action is as a key strategy for social change (Ellemers, van Knippenberg, & Wilke, 1990). Historically, collective action has commonly involved high-threshold activities, such as strikes and boycotts, which are typically perceived as effective for advancing social change (Vaccari et al., 2015). However, collective action varies in form and effectiveness; Wright, Taylor, and Moghaddam (1990, p. 995) suggest that ‘A group member engages in collective action anytime that he or she is acting as a representative of the group and the action is directed at improving the condition of the entire group’. With the ubiquity of the internet, early research was hopeful that technological advances would further advance social change (e.g., Shah, Cho, Eveland, & Kwak, 2005). Specifically, online forms of collective action, such as ‘liking’ a page on social media – also referred to as internet-enabled actions (e.g., Morozov, 2011) to acknowledge their physical footprint – are often seen as methods for mass mobilisation due to their low-threshold nature (Karpf, 2010). Consistent with this view, existing research has demonstrated that online participation can facilitate future collective action, at least under certain conditions (e.g., Kende et al., 2016).
However, in contrast to this optimistic perspective, other researchers have characterised internet-enabled action as low-efficacy, token support or lazy activism (e.g., Christensen, 2011; Kristofferson, White, & Peloza, 2014; Morozov, 2011). The slacktivism hypothesis embodies this view, suggesting that internet-enabled actions inhibit future engagement (for a review, see Fuchs, 2014, Ch. 8). Consistent with the slacktivism hypothesis, Schumann and Klein (2015) found that engaging in online action inhibits offline participation for the same cause due to the feeling of making a satisfactory contribution to the group.

Although there are different types of internet-enabled action, here we are particularly concerned with the effect of political expression through social media. Our focus on political expression stands in contrast to more passive forms of internet-enabled action, such as accessing political information (Vaccari et al., 2015). It can also be contrasted to crowd-sourcing approaches, such as micro-volunteering, where a task is divided into micro-actions and the Internet is used to recruit large numbers of people for informal and episodic volunteering to complete the larger task (e.g., Jochum & Paylor, 2013). There is some evidence to suggest that internet-enabled action in general – and political expression in particular – can enhance future engagement, at least in certain contexts. Vaccari et al. (2015) found that the more users acquired information and expressed themselves online, the more likely they were to engage in higher-threshold action. Although the process underlying this effect was not tested, they theorised that increased self-efficacy beliefs mediated this relationship. Meanwhile, Choi and Park’s (2014) analysis of a Twitter community revealed that online communication can materialise into offline action for the same cause, particularly when it builds collective identity. However, they did not examine whether engagement for other social issues was affected. These findings suggest that the slacktivism hypothesis may underestimate the capacity of online participation to ferment future engagement, under the
right conditions. However, it remains unclear as to when online action will encourage future action, or how it affects collective action for other social issues.

Although previous literature has primarily examined the relationship between internet-enabled action and future participation for the same cause, technology’s potential to foster engagement across multiple social issues has also been considered. Social movements can attract participants who are concerned about multiple social issues (e.g., Bennett, Givens, & Willnat, 2004). Research suggests that participation in collective action for more than one social issue can positively advance social change. For example, individuals who are currently engaged, or have a history of engagement, with more than one cause can provide important connections between issues, movements and groups. The ties created by these individuals can facilitate the spread of protest information to external communities and support mobilisation around global issues (e.g., Andersen & Jennings, 2010; della Porta & Mosca, 2007; Diani, 2003; Walgrave et al., 2011). Therefore there is substantial recent interest in the factors that support generalised political engagement (e.g., Bastos & Mercea, 2016; Louis, Amiot, Thomas, & Blackwood, 2016; Walgrave et al., 2011).

Previous research indicates that digital media confers certain structural affordances which can facilitate collective action across social issues. Bennett and Segerberg (2012) describe how digital technology has enabled individuals to mobilise via interpersonal and informal communication networks, rather than through the involvement of traditional social movement organisations. These ‘connective action networks’ (p. 750) are typically diverse, organised by technological processes, and require lower organisational costs than traditional forms of collective action. Importantly, Walgrave and colleagues (2011) suggest that participation in diverse, digitally-enabled communication networks such as these promotes collective action for multiple social issues. In particular, they found that the use of technology enabled activists to manage and stay in contact with different organisations and networks.
Nevertheless, while this literature indicates that digital technology can provide important structural networks for activists which promote engagement with multiple social issues, it does not consider the psychological consequences of internet-enabled action for collective action participants and how this affects engagement for other issues.

Online participation for one cause could affect future engagement with other issues for several reasons: collective action participation can increase political knowledge, influence efficacy perceptions and build a generalised activist identity (Kinder, 1998; Louis et al., 2016). Accordingly, Bastos and Mercea (2016) identified a small number of prolific Twitter users who were highly engaged in multiple social issues, online as well as offline. However, serial activists are believed to be atypical. Moreover, scepticism exists about the potential of internet-enabled action to stimulate cross-issue engagement (e.g., Zuckerman, 2008). Rather than having a universal inhibition or facilitation effect, the effect of internet-enabled action on future engagement for other social issues may instead depend upon how participants perceive the efficacy of that online action (e.g., Drury & Reicher, 2005), and on their prior experience with activism (e.g., Brunsting & Postmes, 2002).

1.2 Participative efficacy

Efficacy beliefs are fundamental for a variety of human behaviour. In particular, beliefs about one’s own ability to effect change are key for sustaining behaviour (Bandura, 1994). The importance of efficacy beliefs has been shown across several domains and behaviours (e.g. Condiotte & Lichtenstein, 1981; Devonport & Lane, 2006).

Similarly, efficacy evaluations are important for collective action (e.g., van Zomeren, Postmes, & Spears, 2008). Efficacy beliefs can refer to different objects, and of particular interest here is the perceived efficacy of a previous action. Van Zomeren, Saguy, and Schellhass (2013) suggest that increased perceptions about the efficacy of collective action can both inhibit and facilitate future action, depending on whether or not these perceptions
lead to the belief that one’s own participation will matter. Specifically, greater participative efficacy beliefs – or the belief that the self can make a difference through one’s own contribution – are key to facilitating participation. Accordingly, research examining offline engagement demonstrates that although prior participation can motivate future action by increasing feelings of subjective power, this process will only occur when initial participation is perceived as effective (Drury & Reicher, 1999; 2005). However, it is unclear whether participation in low-threshold, internet-enabled action, can have similar consequences for self-evaluation.

The present study included a manipulation of the efficacy of an online action in order to test whether the effect of taking online action on action for other causes depends on the perceived efficacy of that prior action (H1). This is based on previous research which found that prior participation can motivate future action by increasing feelings of subjective power, but only when initial participation is perceived as effective (Drury & Reicher, 1999; 2005). Specifically, for individuals who engage in social action online, perceiving that action as having high (vs. low) effectiveness should facilitate future engagement by generating greater participative efficacy beliefs. In contrast, when prior participation is perceived to be ineffective, these beliefs are likely to be undermined and higher-threshold engagement inhibited (see Bandura, 1994).

Nevertheless, as the findings of Schuman and Klein (2015) indicate, the feeling of ‘having made a difference’ is also implicated in the slacktivism effect. The moderating role of action efficacy is thus in turn likely to be contingent on another critical moderating factor that has not been considered in prior work on the slacktivism effect: namely, prior experience with online activism.

1.3 Prior experience with activism
Past behaviour is one of the strongest predictors of future behaviour (Ajzen, 2005). The frequency of past behaviour can predict the occurrence of future behaviour beyond well-founded antecedents such as behavioural evaluations and intentions (e.g., Ouellette & Wood, 1998; Sutton, 1994). For instance, quitting smoking is predicted by the smoker’s history of past cessation attempts (Cummings, Hellmann, & Emont, 1988).

Likewise, past history of activism is important for future mobilisation. In offline contexts, members of activist organisations tend to report greater levels of collective action participation (e.g., Brunsting & Postmes, 2002); likewise, individuals who identify as activists report increased intentions to engage in future action (Hornsey et al., 2006). Furthermore, past activism experience can produce psychological change which mobilises future action, increasing perceptions about the self’s ability to generate change (Drury & Reicher, 2005; Drury, Evripidou, & van Zomeren, 2015) and contributing to a generalized activist identity which can motivate engagement in novel causes (Louis et al., 2016).

Although less research has examined whether prior activism experience affects the relationship between internet-enabled action and future engagement, studies examining how the internet affects civic and political participation have identified a key role for past behaviour. For example, although Xenos and Moy (2007) found that internet use facilitated offline political participation, this effect was enhanced in individuals who were already politically inclined. Likewise, Weber, Loumakis, and Bergman (2003) found that internet use only increased engagement in those who were already politically active.

In the present case, prior experience of online activism was predicted to moderate the interaction between taking online action, and efficacy beliefs. Specifically, the positive effects of perceiving one’s own participation as effective are likely to be enhanced in those who have prior experience of online activism (e.g., Ajzen & Madden, 1986; Drury et al., 2015; Drury & Reicher, 2005). Thus, we expected online action – when perceived as
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1.4 The present study

The present study aims to test when and why taking internet-enabled action in relation to one issue will inhibit or facilitate future collective action for other social issues. The effect of online action was expected to depend on prior online activism experience and the in-situ appraisal of the effectiveness of taking internet-enabled action. We tested these predictions in the context of a social media campaign to end domestic violence against migrant women. It is worth noting that we did not aim to study or recruit professional ‘activists’ already committed to protests (e.g., in the area of domestic violence, or migrant rights). Rather, any individual was able to participate in the study. Internet-enabled action was varied quasi-experimentally, in that participants chose whether or not to share the campaign on social media. They were then informed that sharing on social media has a big (high action efficacy) or small (low action efficacy) impact on achieving the campaign’s goal. Prior levels of internet-enabled activism were measured before the experiment, and future collective action for other social issues was measured one week after the experiment.

2. Method

2.1 Design

The study employed a 2(action efficacy feedback: low vs. high) X 2(internet-enabled action: no action taken vs. action taken) X prior levels of online activism (continuous) between-participants quasi-experimental design. Data were collected in three phases: a screening questionnaire, a lab session, and a follow-up questionnaire one week after the lab session. All questionnaires were completed using online survey software.

2.2 Participants
A total of 147 participants were recruited via the host University’s online participant recruitment system. One participant was excluded from analysis for not being a social media user, and three participants were excluded for indicating levels of typical online activism greater than four standard deviations above the mean. This left a final sample of 143 participants (28 male) whose ages ranged from 18 to 37 years ($M = 19.94, SD = 2.84$). Payment for the study was either £5 or partial fulfilment of undergraduate course requirements.

Regarding sample size and power, the average effect size of taking online action found by Schuman and Klein (2015) was $\eta^2 = .07$. Power analysis using g*power for the present design indicated that a sample of 107 would be sufficient to find an effect of this size ($f = 0.27$) with 80% power ($\alpha = .05$). The sample of the current study is sufficient to detect an effect size of $f = .236$ ($\eta^2 = .053$) with 80% power.

### 2.3 Procedure and Materials

#### 2.3.1 Cover story.

A cover story was employed to reduce demand characteristics. Participants were advised that the study was being run in conjunction with the ‘STOP! Campaign’ – a fictional campaign aiming to end domestic violence against migrant women – for two aims: to investigate psychophysiological responses to novel websites, and to provide feedback to improve the campaign’s website. In an adaptation of the bogus pipeline technique (Jones & Sigall, 1971; Roese & Jamieson, 1993), an eye-tracking device and BIOPAC Systems respiratory effort transducer were utilised. We advised participants that we would record their psychophysiological data while they interacted with the website, and match this to their self-report responses. However, the measuring equipment was not active and its purpose was simply to encourage honest responses. When questioned, no participant reported suspicion about the cover story’s validity.
2.3.2 Screening questionnaire.

Inclusion criteria were tested prior to the lab session, and included that participants needed to be a user of at least one of the social media platforms employed in the study (Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr).

2.3.3 Laboratory session.

Participants were tested individually in our laboratory. Participants were randomly allocated to either a high or low action efficacy feedback condition. After reading an information sheet which delivered the cover story, participants completed the pre-manipulation measures.

2.3.3.1 Pre-manipulation measures: Typical online activism.

Participants were asked to indicate how many minutes in a typical week they spend on campaign websites, and on using social media for campaign-related activity. Responses to both items were summed to form a scale (final sample: Min = 0, Max = 45; $M = 5.58$, $SD = 7.90$; before participant exclusion: Min = 0, Max = 100; $M = 6.97$, $SD = 12.71$).

2.3.3.2 Experimental procedure and manipulations.

Following the pre-manipulation measures, our bogus pipeline procedure was implemented. The psychophysiological equipment was attached to participants and configured. Participants were advised that they would be interacting with a website belonging to the STOP! Campaign. They were instructed to interact with the website naturally, as if they came across it in real life, and once finished to select a ‘continue’ button. The website included information about the campaign and a genuine opportunity to participate in internet-enabled action by sharing an article about the issue on their own social media page. Whether or not participants shared the article was the basis of the quasi-experimental internet-enabled action variable (shared = action taken; not shared = action not taken).
Participants received the efficacy manipulation after sharing the article on social media (high efficacy \( n = 17 \), low efficacy \( n = 19 \)) or selecting the continue button without sharing the article (high efficacy \( n = 52 \), low efficacy \( n = 55 \)). An on-screen message stated that supporting the campaign on social media would have a large (high efficacy) or small (low efficacy) impact on achieving the campaign’s goal. The message contained an opportunity to engage in further action for this specific issue (signing a petition, signing-up to attend a demonstration, signing-up to write to an MP). Participants who took one or more of these actions were recorded as engaging in further collective action for the same cause (score as 0 = no further action taken; 1 = further action taken). Following this, when participants selected the continue button, post-manipulation measures were taken.\(^1\)

**2.3.3.3 Post-manipulation measures: Participative efficacy.**

Participants were asked to indicate, on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree), the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with two items adapted from van Zomeren et al. (2013): ‘I believe that my contribution will help the group to end violence towards migrant women’ and ‘I believe that my individual effort will help the

---

\(^1\) We acknowledge that we did not include a manipulation check for the action efficacy manipulation. This decision came after much deliberation. It was hard for us to imagine a manipulation check of action efficacy that: (1) wasn’t close to the participative efficacy mediator, and (2) would be independent of the other IVs. We envisaged that the action efficacy manipulation would have a complicated effect depending on whether people took action or not, thus we expected that any manipulation check would be affected by whether people took the action or not. In our case, due to the difficulties of creating an action efficacy manipulation check that was independent to the effect of taking online action, we argue that a manipulation check would not have added value. In making this argument we follow both Fayant, Sigall, Lemonnier, Retsin, & Alexopoulos (2017) and Sigall and Mills (1998) who argue that manipulation checks aren’t necessary to establish construct validity of causes and effects.
group to end violence towards migrant women’. Responses to each item were averaged to form a scale ($r(141) = .53, p < .001$) with higher scores indicating greater levels of participative efficacy ($M = 3.83, SD = 1.30$).

2.3.4 Follow-up questionnaire of longer-term, cross-domain engagement.

One week after the lab session participants were emailed a link to the follow-up questionnaire, in which participants were asked to indicate on a binary scale (yes = 1, no = 0) how many of a list of 20 online (e.g., ‘signed an online petition’) and 13 offline (e.g., ‘attended a demonstration’) collective actions they had engaged in for any cause in the previous week, after the lab session. Participants who answered “yes” to any item were asked to indicate, in a free-text field, the cause that the action was on behalf of. Responses to each list were averaged to form two scales: one for online (Min = .00, Max = .70; $M = .08, SD = .11$) and one for offline (Min = .00, Max = .42; $M = .05, SD = .07$) collective actions. A composite scale was also computed by averaging responses to all items (Min = .00, Max = .52; $M = .07, SD = .08$). Condition means were used to compute scores for 10 participants who failed to complete the follow-up questionnaire. This was our key dependent variable. A complete list of all the variables assessed (which were not relevant to the present hypotheses) can be found in the supplementary material.

---

2 For a summary of responses please see Supplementary Materials Table A. Eight participants indicated that they engaged in action on behalf of a cause that was in the same domain as the STOP! Campaign. All analyses were re-run removing these responses from the calculation of the longer-term, cross-domain engagement DV. Tests of hypotheses did not change qualitatively.
3. Results

3.1 Preliminary analysis

3.1.1 Randomisation check.

Randomisation checks revealed no significant differences between conditions in terms of age or gender, all $B$s < 1.30, $F$s < 2.19, $p$s > .096, $\eta^2$s < .03. A 2(action efficacy feedback: low, high) X 2(internet-enabled action: taken, not taken) X typical online activism (continuous, mean centred) binary logistic regression indicated that non-completion of the follow-up questionnaire (0 = not completed, 1 = completed) was evenly distributed across conditions. All main and interaction effects were non-significant, all $B$s < 0.74, $p$s > .274. Likewise, binary logistic regression revealed no relationship between typical online activism and self-selection into the internet-enabled action condition, $B$ = .04, $SE$ = .02, $p$ = .116, $Exp(B)$ = 1.04, 95% CI $Exp(B)$ [.991, 1.084].

3.1.2 Immediate, same domain action.

To test whether participating in internet-enabled action (0 = no action taken, 1 = action taken) affected engagement in immediate, same domain action (0 = same domain action not taken, 1 = same domain action taken), binomial logistic regression was performed. The effect of internet-enabled action was significant: consistent with the slacktivism hypothesis, individuals who shared the campaign on social media were less likely to engage in immediate, same-domain action than those who did not share the campaign online, $B$ = -.90, $SE$ = .40, $p$ = .026, $Exp(B)$ = .41, 95% CI $Exp(B)$ [.184, .897].

3.2 Main analysis

3.2.1 Longer-term, cross-domain action.

To test whether the effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain collective action depended on action efficacy and typical online activism, a 2(action efficacy feedback: low, high) X 2(internet-enabled action: no action taken, action taken) X 2(action
type: online, offline) X typical online activism (continuous, mean-centred)\(^3\) mixed ANOVA was conducted, with action type as the repeated-measures factor. Although the repeated-measures factor is not directly relevant theoretically, distinguishing between online and offline action in the analysis tests whether the pattern of effects is the same or different between the two media. Specifically, any interactions involving the repeated-measures factor would indicate that the pattern of effects is different for online and offline action.

The main effect of action type was significant, \(F(1, 135) = 9.79, p = .002, \eta_p^2 = .07\), indicating that participants performed more online actions (\(M = .08; SD = .11\)) than offline actions (\(M = .06; SD = .07\)). Typical online activism was reliably associated with longer-term, cross-domain collective action, \(F(1, 135) = 24.24, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .15\). This was qualified by the three-way interaction between efficacy feedback, typical online activism and internet-enabled action, \(F(1, 135) = 11.53, p = .001, \eta_p^2 = .08\). The effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain collective action thus depended on participants’ typical levels of online activism and the action efficacy feedback they received. This interaction is illustrated in Figure 1 (top panel).

Further analysis indicated that the two-way interaction between action efficacy feedback and internet-enabled action was significant for those with high (\(M + 1SD\)) levels of typical online activism, \(F(1, 135) = 16.69, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .11\), but non-significant for those with low (\(M – 1SD\)) levels of typical online activism, \(F(1, 135) = 1.17, p = .281, \eta_p^2 = .01\). In turn, the simple main effect of internet-enabled action was significant for individuals with mean and high (\(M + 1SD\)) levels of typical online activism in the high action efficacy feedback condition.

\(^3\)To correct for positive skewness, analyses were re-run using Tukey’s ladder of power (Tukey, 1977) transformed typical online activism measure (see supplementary material). Findings for tests of hypotheses did not change qualitatively.
condition, $F(1, 135) = 4.43, p = .037, \eta^2_p = .03$ and, $F(1, 135) = 19.49, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .13$ respectively. Specifically, taking internet-enabled action led to greater levels of longer-term, cross-domain action for participants with mean ($M = .05, SE = .01$ vs $M = .09, SE = .02$) to high ($M = .06, SE = .02$ vs $M = .17, SE = .02$) levels of typical online activism who also received high action efficacy feedback. In contrast, in the low action efficacy condition, the simple main effect of internet-enabled action was non-significant for individuals with low ($M - 1SD$) mean and high ($M + 1SD$) levels of typical online activism, $F(1, 135) = .48, p = .487, \eta^2_p < .01, F(1, 135) = .07, p = .789 \eta^2_p < .01$ and $F(1, 135) = 1.29, p = .257, \eta^2_p = .01$ respectively.

Although all other main effects and interactions were non-significant, all $Fs < 3.61, ps > .059, \eta^2_p s < .03$ (see Table 1), the simple main effect of internet-enabled action was in the direction of the slacktivism hypothesis for those with low ($M - 1SD$) levels of typical online activism in the high action efficacy condition (see Figure 1 for illustration).

3.2.1.1 Participative efficacy.

To examine the processes that underlie the conditional effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain collective action, a 2(action efficacy feedback: low, high) X 2(internet-enabled action: no action taken, action taken) X typical online activism (continuous, mean centred) between-participants ANOVA was performed on the participative efficacy scale.

Although the main effect of action efficacy was non-significant, $F(1, 135) = 1.91, p = .169, \eta^2_p = .01$, the 2-way interaction between action efficacy feedback and typical online activism, $F(1, 135) = 5.04, p = .026, \eta^2_p = .04$, and the 3-way interaction, $F(1, 135) = 6.10, p = .015, \eta^2_p = .04$, were both significant. All other main effects and interactions were non-significant, all $Fs < 1.23, ps > .250, \eta^2_p s < .01$. The effect of internet-enabled action on participative efficacy thus depended on participants’ typical levels of online activism and the
action efficacy feedback they received. This interaction is illustrated in Figure 1 (bottom panel).

Further analysis indicated that the two-way interaction between action efficacy feedback and internet-enabled action was significant for participants with high ($M + 1SD$) levels of typical online activism, $F(1, 135) = 5.66$, $p = .019$, $\eta_p^2 = .04$, but not for participants with low ($M - 1SD$) levels of typical online activism, $F(1, 135) = 1.61$, $p = .206$, $\eta_p^2 = .01$. In turn, the simple main effect of internet-enabled action was significant in the high efficacy condition for people with high ($M + 1SD$) levels of typical online activism, $F(1, 135) = 5.07$, $p = .026$, $\eta_p^2 = .04$. Specifically, taking internet-enabled action ($M = 5.03, SE = .38$) compared to not taking internet-enabled action ($M = 3.94, SE = .30$) led to greater perceptions of participative efficacy. In contrast, in the low efficacy condition, the simple main effect of internet-enabled action was non-significant for people with high levels of typical online activism, $F(1, 135) = 1.07$, $p = .303$, $\eta_p^2 = .01$. Reframing these analyses in terms of the simple main effect of action efficacy feedback, this was significant for participants with high levels of typical online activism when they took internet-enabled action $F(1, 135) = 10.67$, $p = .001$, $\eta_p^2 = .07$. Specifically, when participants with high levels of typical online activism took internet-enabled action, receiving high ($M = 5.03, SE = .38$) compared to low ($M = 3.39, SE = .35$) action efficacy feedback led to greater perceptions of participative efficacy.

### 3.3 Moderated mediation analysis

To test whether participative efficacy mediated the conditional effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain collective action, moderated mediation analyses were performed using Model 11 of PROCESS (Hayes, 2013). Specifically, this model tested whether taking internet-enabled action affects participative efficacy, which in turn predicts further action, with the internet-enabled action – participative efficacy path moderated by action efficacy and typical online activism; this model reflects the three-way interaction
reported earlier. Bootstrap analysis — including the participative efficacy scale as the mediator — indicated a significant positive indirect effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain collective action for individuals with high levels of typical online activism in the high efficacy feedback condition, through greater feelings of participative efficacy: 95% CI [0.0020, 0.0438], indirect effect: 0.02, $SE = .01$, 10000 bias-corrected bootstraps. The indirect effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain collective action was non-significant under all other combinations of the moderators. The direct effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain collective action was also positive and significant 95% CI [0.0009, 0.0580], direct effect: 0.03, $SE = .01$, 10000 bias-corrected bootstraps; specifically, engaging in internet-enabled action facilitated longer-term, cross-domain action. The model is illustrated in Figure 2.
4. Discussion

The relationship between internet-enabled action and future engagement has been widely debated in popular culture. Echoing this concern, recent research has considered whether participating in internet-enabled action facilitates or inhibits engagement in traditional and more demanding forms of collective action (e.g., Vaccari et al., 2015). However, limited research has tested the causal effects of online participation (for an exception see Schumann & Klein, 2015) or how online participation for one cause affects engagement across different social issues. In this study, we examined how internet-enabled action affects future action for other causes, extending previous literature by manipulating action efficacy perceptions and measuring subsequent collective action relating to different social issues. Findings indicate that participating in internet-enabled collective action can indeed affect longer-term, cross-domain collective action. However, rather than a universal facilitation or inhibition effect, the relationship between internet-enabled action and higher-threshold engagement is sensitive to prior activism experience and perceptions about the efficacy of the action taken.

Replicating previous literature (Schumann & Klein, 2015), we found that participating in internet-enabled action reduced willingness to engage in higher-threshold action for the same cause. This finding is consistent with the slacktivism hypothesis which suggests a demobilising role for online participation (e.g., Morozov, 2011). However, our results also extend this literature by demonstrating that internet-enabled action can in fact facilitate future collective action under specific conditions. In the longer-term, when participants had the opportunity to engage in action for other causes outside of the experimental setting, no detrimental effect of online participation occurred. On the contrary, taking internet-enabled action actually predicted greater levels of longer-term, cross-domain collective action when participation led to greater participative efficacy beliefs.
This study makes a significant contribution to the debate over the effect of internet-enabled action on subsequent collective action. Our findings demonstrate more specifically the conditions under which internet-enabled action can facilitate future action. For individuals who typically engage in internet-enabled action, taking an online action – when perceived as effective – mobilises future engagement for other causes. This result is consistent with previous literature observing a mobilising role for internet-enabled action (e.g., Choi & Park, 2014; Kende et al., 2016; Vaccari et al., 2015), and includes future collective action in both online and offline contexts. The present study also provides evidence for the psychological mechanisms behind this facilitation effect. Consistent with work examining enduring empowerment and participative efficacy in offline contexts (e.g., Drury & Reicher, 2005; van Zomeren et al., 2012) we found that greater participative efficacy beliefs partially mediated the relationship between taking online action and longer-term, cross-domain collective action. Although not statistically significant, our findings also contained patterns consistent with an inhibitory effect for internet-enabled action on cross-domain engagement for individuals with low levels of typical online activism. This pattern indicates that, under certain circumstances, there may be a potential for the slacktivism effect to persist into social action in other domains. Taken together, these findings suggest that internet-enabled collective action for one cause can affect future action for other social issues; however, when it leads to greater beliefs about the benefits of one’s own participation, online action can perform an important facilitation role.

Regarding the implications of our research for organisations motivated to encourage activism, our findings also have relevance for platforms dedicated to promoting (and marketing) internet-enabled action. Platforms like MoveOn.org, change.org and thunderclap.it are digitally-networked spaces that host petitions and campaigns for multiple causes and social issues. Although the organisations responsible for these platforms have
been criticised for promoting low impact action, over-simplifying issues and diverting attention from radical social movements (e.g., White, 2010), the platforms themselves can have a large user base, and are able to garner a high volume of support for different causes. Our findings may have particular relevance for organisations such as these, as they suggest that in addition to their work in marketing specific campaigns these platforms could play a strategic role in developing individuals who are concerned with multiple social issues by developing capacity building initiatives for their users.

In particular, our findings suggest that digital activism platforms could contribute to the development of self-evaluations that promote further activism by providing: (1) positive feedback after internet-enabled participation, and (2) opportunities for users to participate in other campaigns. Although many of these organisations already engage in marketing to promote new campaigns to platform users, these marketing communications typically focus on strategies that promote engagement within their own platform, rather than a longer-term or deeper commitment to socio-political issues in general (Karpf, 2016; White, 2010). Instead organisations involved in marketing digital activism could adapt their communications and design initiatives to facilitate higher-impact action, increased political interest and commitment, and the building of networks between their user-base and local social movement organisations. Specifically these initiatives could look to build key psychological antecedents, such as participative efficacy, which promote generalised engagement in activism. In this way, rather than engaging in practices that look to market social change – and potentially result in reduced political engagement (White, 2010) – these platforms could contribute to the building of individuals who are committed to social change.

4.1 Strengths, limitations, and future research

Key strengths of the present study relative to previous work are that it (1) employed realistic self-selection of whether to take internet-enabled action rather than enforced...
participation; (2) directly manipulated the key situation-specific appraisal of action efficacy; and (3) employed a two time-point design to assess actual collective action taken in relation to a range of social issues outside of the experimental setting. Nevertheless, some limitations must also be borne in mind.

For one thing, self-selecting to partake in internet-enabled action meant that this was a quasi- rather than true manipulation, notwithstanding the increased realism and external validity that this provides. It should also be noted that we tested the effect of internet-enabled action on behalf of a very specific social issue, specifically domestic violence against migrant women. Rather than suggesting that sharing an article online makes our participants ‘activists’, our work highlights that even casual and every day actions, by individuals with relatively low levels of typical engagement, can have an important effect on self-evaluations which promote future engagement. We also acknowledge that we have taken a linear approach to the effect of internet-enabled action and that other effects occur. For example, engagement in physical protest can affect participation on social media and different types of engagement can be intertwined (e.g., Bastos, Mercea, & Charpentier, 2015). Similarly, there are other pathways to action and other methods for examining the effects of internet-enabled action (e.g., Bedeski, 2017; Sanborn, 2017; Soon & How, 2017). Unfortunately, examinations of other patterns of engagement were beyond the remit of the present study. Rather, the paper is designed to engage with an audience who are concerned with the effect of internet-enabled action on future engagement. Finally, we acknowledge that there was a small number of male participants. Ideally we would have liked to recruit equivalent numbers of male and female participants. However, we were limited by the demographics of the recruitment pool in that a much greater number of women are registered on the host University’s participant recruitment system, which reflects undergraduate psychology as a discipline. Randomisation checks revealed that there were no significant differences between
conditions in terms of gender. So while there was a fewer number of men, there was no association between gender and assignment to experimental conditions.

More generally, future research is needed to examine when and how online participation for one social issue leads to sustained engagement for other causes. While the present study examined overall levels of cross-domain action, it did not test whether this action was part of a sustained commitment to the cause or a singular act. Online participation for one cause does not always lead to sustained engagement across multiple issues (Bastos & Mercea, 2016; Mercea & Bastos, 2016). Internet-enabled action that builds a generalised activist identity may be particularly beneficial for sustaining engagement with multiple social issues (Louis et al., 2016).

A further area for further research is the effect of internet-enabled participation on non-normative collective action. The present study focused on moderate, normative action. However, internet-enabled action may also influence radical participation (e.g., Stuart, 2017). Prior online participation that is perceived as ineffective may play a role in promoting future action that is non-normative, particularly when feelings of contempt are increased and reconciliatory intentions reduced (Becker & Tausch, 2015; Saab, Spears, Tausch, & Sasse, 2016).

Although recent thought has been sceptical about the ability of the internet to mobilise collective action, our work emphasizes the potential role of lower-threshold actions for providing meaningful activism experience and a basis for participative efficacy beliefs. However, we also highlight that technologically-deterministic perspectives, which presume – either with optimism or pessimism – that technology directs society (Fuchs, 2014), are oversimplifications that ignore the social psychological economy of events. Although online participation may create feelings of satisfaction, inhibiting further engagement for the immediate cause (see Schumann & Klein, 2015), it may also provide an opportunity to build
experience and participative efficacy perceptions which stimulate participation in other domains.
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Figure 1. The effect of internet-enabled action on longer-term, cross-domain action (top panel) and participative efficacy (bottom panel) depends on typical online activism and action efficacy feedback. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$\eta_p^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet enabled action</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action efficacy feedback</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.641</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical online activism</td>
<td>24.24</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action type</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled action* Action efficacy feedback</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled action* Typical online activism</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled action* Action type</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>.303</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action efficacy feedback* Typical online activism</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action efficacy feedback* Action type</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.820</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical online activism* Action type</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>.172</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled action* Action efficacy feedback* Typical online activism</td>
<td>11.53</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$\eta_p^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled action* Action efficacy feedback* Action type</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.496</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled action* Typical online activism* Action type</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.741</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action efficacy feedback* Typical online activism* Action type</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.463</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-enabled action* Action efficacy feedback* Typical online activism* Action type</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.800</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Internet-enabled action X Action efficacy feedback X Typical online activism X Action type mixed Analysis of Variance for longer-term, cross domain action. In each case df = 1, 135.
Figure 2. The effect of internet-enabled action on Longer-term, cross domain collective action through participative efficacy beliefs. Theoretical moderated mediation model (top panel) and path coefficients for participants with high (M +1 SD) levels of typical online activism in the high action efficacy feedback condition (bottom panel). All path coefficients are unstandardized regression weights. #95% CI [.0009, .0580], ## 95% CI [.0015, .0434], * 95% CI [.1333, 2 .0658], ** 95% CI [.0320, .2896].